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INTRODUCTION 
F. John [2] has proved in the case n = 3 that the equation 
has a global solution on IR” x R for small enough Cauchy data u 1 I=0 = cp, 
a,u I,=,, = @, cp, + E Q(R”), C” functions on R” with compact support. 
The equation has no global solution with such Cauchy data-small or 
large-if 1 <p-c 1 +a and A ~0. 
The nonexistence part as been extended to the case n > 3, with a condi- 
tion of mean positiveness for ~5, by Kato [3] and Sideris [6], which has 
proved the nonexistence for 1 <p <pa(n), with PO(n) the positive root, as 
in the case n = 3, of the polynomial (n - 1)x2 - (n + 1)x - 2. We have 
proved [lo] this nonexistence when 0 is replaced by the wave operator 
V”a, of a globally hyperbolic manifold (V, x R, g) with V, compact and 
p> 1. 
The local existence of a generalized solution of (E) with Cauchy data of 
compact support cp E H,( IF!“), II/ E L*( R”), has been proved by Sideris [6] in 
the case 1 <p <n + 3/(n - l), using a property of the convolution with the 
elementary kernel of 0 due to Strichartz. 
In this article we shall prove a local existence theorem for the equation 
VwV,u+au=b IUIP, (E’) 
if 1 <p < n/(n - 2) or p > [n/2], when (V, x R, g) is a globally hyperbolic 
manifold, a and b given functions. 
We shall use this local existence theorem and the conformal method 
(cf. [7, S] ), applied by Christodoulou in [9] to nonlinear wave equations 
with smooth coefficients, to prove a global existence theorem for (E) on 
R” x R for some values of p depending on n. The result is also valid for (E’) 
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if V, = IF!“, the metric g is asymptotically minkowskian and a is asymptoti- 
cally zero in a sufficiently strong sense. 
More relined methods could certainly improve our results. Note however 
that no energy conservation is available here, unlike in [S], [4]. 
1. GENERAL HYPOTHESIS 
We denote by (I’,, x [w, g) a C” globally hyperbolic manifold, by V, the 
subset V,, x ( - T, T). The curves t H (x, t), x E I’, fixed, are timelike, with 
tangent vector X; the submanifolds S, = V, x {t}, t E [w fixed, are spacelike, 
with unit normal vector IZ. We suppose there exist numbers a > 0 and p 
such that 
inf g(X, X) 2 tl > 0 and sup gw, n) G P. 
VT VT 
We then have also, since (g(x, n))* >g(x, x) g(n, n), 
sup g(X, X) < P’. 
VT 
We suppose the riemannian metrics g, induced on S, by g uniformly equiv- 
alent to go and with an injectivity radius 6 > 0 (hence complete) for 1 t1 < T. 
The quadratic form 
p = XW + XW - g(X, n) g”” 
is then positive definite. We denote by 1 1 the corresponding norm of a 
tensor at a point of V,. 
Indices are raised and lowered with g; the covariant derivative is taken 
in g. 
We denote by CF( I’,) the space of restrictions to I/, of C” functions on 
k’, x [w with compact support. We denote by E,( V,) the completion of 
C;( VT) for the norm 
where & is the volume element of g,. 
We suppose the norms lV’X1, lV%l, IV’ Riem( g)l uniformly bounded on 
V,, up to large enough orders k and I (cf. [ 111) to have 
K(v,)= n Ck(C--T, Tl, Hs-/AS)), 
O<k<S 
where H,(S) denotes the usual Sobolev space H,( I’,,, go). 
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We always suppose Lxg, the Lie derivative of g with components 
V,X, + V,X,, to be uniformly bounded on V,. 
2. EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR A LINEAR EQUATION 
THEOREM 1. The linear equation 
V”VA u + au = f (2.1) 
has a solution in the distribution sense, u E E,( V,) for each function f E ES_ 1 
and Cauchy data 
ult=O=(PEH,(S), ~,ul,=o~~,-,(S)~ s2 1, 
if a is a function given almost everywhere on V, such that either 
(i) there exist numbers m>O and q>n such that a--me 
Cot C - T, Tl, LyW) 
or 
(ii) a is continuous and uniformly bounded on V,. 
Ifs > 2 we suppose moreover that Vu E E, _ *( V,). 
The solution is unique and satisfies an inequality 
Ilull w& C(TMo+ T IIS IIism,(vJ’ 
where C(T) is a continuous, increasing function of T depending only on V,,, 
g, a, and K. a number determined by the norms of the Cauchy data. 
Proof. If a, f c CF( V,) and cp, $ E 9(S), C” functions with compact 
support on S, a theorem of Leray (cf. [l]) says that the Cauchy problem 
for (2.1) admits one solution u E CF( V,). We set 
T,, = V,uV, u - f g,V, uVpu + f mg,, u2 
and we integrate on V, the identity 
V,(T@X,) = (V”V,u +mu)A?VPu + iT”‘(V,X, +V,X,). 
We find when (2.1) is satisfied 
{ (IVu12+mNu2)dp~=~S0(IVu~2+NmuZ)dpo 
Sl 
+I’/ {T’“(v,X,+V,X,)+2(f+(m-a)u)XPV,u}Ndp,dT. (2.2) 
0 St 
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We set 
It results from the hypothesis that there exists a constant C > 0 depending 
only on V,,, g such that 
.Yu,l(t)<C 
( 
Yu,lco,+~f~ (2 I@-a)u+fl IV4 + w*+ 
0 ST 
mu’} Ndp, d+. 
(2.3) 
We have 
s lb - ab+fl IV4 &, d 2~34~ ST 
[(j-stf2d/+“2 
I/* 
X (2.4) 
By the Hijlder inequality 
with r = 2q/(q - 2). 
If we have m > 0 there is a Sobolev constant C such that 
{jsT lu[rdpz]“rgCy$(r) if 2QrCs,i.e.,q>n; (2.6) 
then yU,l satisfies the inequality 
~,,,tt)<C Y~,~(O)+~~ {I+ lb-all, Y,,~(T)+ llfllL~~sT~~~~~(~)I dT] 
[ 
(2.7) 
which implies on V, 
k!:?(t) G e 1’2c(1 + ‘Im -+)’ 
( 
C”‘y;/;(O) + $C j; llfll r2(s,) dz). (2.8 
If m = 0 we use the relation 
u( t, x) = j’ a&t, x) dr + ~(0, x), uEcom(VT) 
0 
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to obtain the inequality, for 0 < t < T, 
Id2 &o+ Tj; s, IVul* &), (2.9) 
i 
which gives an inequality analogous to (2.8) for ~,,~(t) + y,,Jt). 
If we are in the case of hypothesis (ii) we use the previous definitions and 
estimates of the case m = 0, but we replace (2.5) by 
In all cases we obtain 
1141 ~lcn~C(T)(llcpll~,cso,+ IIIcIll~qs,,,+ T Ilf~g~~~). (2.10) 
We complete the proof of the existence part of the theorem in the case 
s = 1 by considering sequences (py, $, E 9(S), a,, fy E CF( V,) which con- 
verge respectively in the appropriate norms towards functions cp, $, a, f 
satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. 
The uniqueness can be proved as in [ 111. 
In the case s > 1 the results follow from an inequality established by 
taking derivatives up to order s - 1 of the equation, namely 
Ilull ~,(T)~C(T)(II(PII~,(S~)+ IIt&,-,( Tllfll~,-~~~~h (2.11) 
where C(T) is a continuous, increasing function of T depending on V,, g, a. 
3. LOCAL EXISTENCE FOR THE NONLINEAR EQUATION 
THEOREM 2. The equation on V, x (w 
VAV,u+au=b Jz41p (3.1) 
has one solution, u E E,(T), for small enough TE R +, taking the Cauchy data 
if a satisfies one of the conditions (i) or (ii) of Theorem 1, b E C"( [ - T, T], 
L’(S)), r > n, and ifp is such that 1 <p < n(r - 2)/(n - 2)r. 
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Remark. No restriction other than p > 1 is imposed on p when n = 1 or 
2. For n > 2 the greatest possible p is obtained for r = + co; then 
COROLLARY. If p > 1, the number T giving the interval of existence 
depends continuously on the norms of the Cauchy data and tends to infinity 
when these norms tend to zero. 
ProoJ: Suppose that v E E,(T) and consider the linear equation 
V’V,u+au=b IvIp. (3.2) 
We know that 
E,(T) 4 C”(C - T, Tl, Lq(S)) 
2n 
if 2<q<-* 
n-2’ 
thus, by the Holder inequality 
~~v~~~E~(T)~C~([-T,T],L~(S)) 
if 
b E C”( [ - T, T], L’(S)) 
and 
r-2 n(r - 2) 
-<p<--- 
r r(n-2)’ 
By Theorem 1 the Cauchy problem for (2.2) then has one solution satisfy- 
ing Inequality (2.10), where f = b 1111 p. We set 
E= II’P/IH*(So)+ IItilILqso) 
K= llbll .O(C-T,Tl,L'(S))~ 
The mapping E,(T) -+ E,(T) by v H u is a mapping from the ball B, 
Ilull E,(T) d MT (B) 
into itself if 
C( T)( E + KTW’) 6 M, (3.3) 
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since 
lb 14pIl &(T) G K lbIl!& 
This mapping is contracting if when uI, u2 E B, we have 
C(T)T Ilb(b,lP - IW)II~O~~~ < lh - ~z/IE,m 
that is, if 
Since, for p 2 1, 
p2Y(T)TKMP-‘< 1. 
I IulIP- bzlPl ~p(b,l+ lea)“-’ bI-~*l 
qx2~~‘(IuJ~-‘+ lu*l”-‘) Iu1-UZI. 
Let TO E R + be chosen arbitrarily; then 
C(T)<C,=C(T,) if T< TO. 
The inequalities (3.3) and (3.4) are satisfied by 
(3.4) 
1 
T< 
ppPc,pEP- 1’ 
M= ~C,E. 
We have thus proved both the theorem and the corollary. 
We shall now prove the existence for greater p of more regular solutions. 
LEMMA. Zf p>s-1, s > n/2, and f E H,(S), s an integer, then 
If IpE H,-,(S) and, with C a Soboleu constant, 
II If I pII H,-, G c Ilf II “H,. 
Proof We first suppose f E 9(S). A partial derivative of order m of If) p 
is then a continuous function if m <p, given by the Leibniz rule. 
We have 
8Ifl”=P Ifr2f~f if p>l 
and, if p > m, with C,,, C,, ..,, CL, C;, . . . some numbers, 
am Ifl"=Ifl"-"-'{c,f(af)"+c,f2(af)"-'a'f 
+ ... +C,fV"f} if m is odd 
am Ifl"=Ifl"-"{cb(af)"+c',f(a'f)(af)"-' 
+ ... +c;f"-'a"f} if m is even. 
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We see in both cases that am IfjP~L2, for O<m<s-1, if p>s- 1 and 
s > n/2 by using the Sobolev imbedding 
H,, x HS2 x . . . x H,, 4 L= if s,+s,+ ... +s,,(N-1);. 
Indeed iffe H,, s > n/2, then f E Cg and a term of a”’ If/” is the product of 
a function in Cx by (af)“’ . . . (8’f)qm, afrE H,s _ ,, 
q1+2q2~~~mq,=m. 
Such a product will be in L2, with continuous embedding if 
ql(s-l)+q,(s--2)+ ... +qJ.s--m) 
’ (41+ 42 + ... +y,+ 
that is, if 
(s1+ 42 + ... +qm) s-5 >m-5 
( ) 
we have (ql + q2 + . . . + q,J 2 1. The inequality is therefore satisfied for all 
m < s, hence 
The inequality holds by continuity for any f~ H,. 
THEOREM 3. If p > s - 1 and s > n/2 the equation 
VQ,24+a24=b Iu[P (3.5) 
has one solution, u E E,(T), for small enough T, taking the Cauchy data 
~l,=,=cp~Hs(&J, at4,=o=IC/EHs-1(&), (3.6) 
if a satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and 
GEE,“_,= n C“([-T, T], L”(S)). 
k<s 
The corollary of Theorem 2 applies. 
ProoJ We take UE E,(T). It results then from the Lemma that 
IvI~EE,_~(T) if p>s- 1, s>n/2. Also b IuIP~ES-,(T) by the hypothesis 
on b. 
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The linear equation 
VAVV,u+au=b lvlp 
has one solution, ueE,(T), taking the Cauchy data (3.6). 
We use the estimates (2.11) together with the inequality, valid for all 
pairs of positive numbers a, b and for q > 1, 
1 1a14- lb141 ~2”~‘q(aq-‘+bq-‘) la-b1 
and the same one for la lalq-’ - b 161 q- ‘1 to show that the mapping v H u 
is a contracting mapping from a ball 
II4 E,(T) G 2C(7-d& 
into itself if T< T,, is small enough, as in Theorem 2. 
Remark. Theorems 2 and 3 give local existence for all p 2 1 in the case 
n<4. For n>4 they leave a lacuna n/(n-2)<p< [n/2], where [n/2] is 
the greatest integer at most equal to n/2. This lacuna can sometimes be 
partialy filled by existence theorems in E,(T), 1 < s < n/2. For instance the 
same general arguments as in these theorems how that, under appropriate 
hypotheses on a and b, 
THEOREM 4. The equation on V,, x [w 
VAVV,u+au=b 1~1” 
with Cauchy data 
has a solution u E E2( T) if T is small enough and 
2 
2<p<l+- 
n-4’ 
n > 5. 
4. GLOBAL EXISTENCE ON M"+'. 
We consider the case where (k’, x R, g) is the Minkowski space time 
A4 ‘+ ‘, that is, V, = II%” and the wave operator V*Vv, reduces to 
a2 VAV,E q 2$ i - 
i = 1 (axi)2' (4.1) 
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We consider as in [7] and [8] a conformal mapping from M”+ ’ onto a 
bounded open set U: a - n: < z < c1+ 7~ of the Einstein cylinder, manifold 
S” x I&! with its canonical metric 
We set 
y E dT2 -da* - sin2 a(d02 + sin’ 6 dq2). (4.2) 
u=Q(1-“v2u 7 a = cos 7 + cos a. 
Sz is a C” function on S” x IR, positive on U. 
We have the identity 
sz- (3+n)‘2(DU-C lul”) 
- q ,o+k$ v-c.-(3+n)/2 1521~+1)/2 I~IP. (4.3) 
A function u satisfies 0 u - c 1~1 p = 0 on M”+ i if and only if the function 
u annuls the right hand side of (4.3) on UC S” x R. This last equation 
extends to S” x R as an equation of the type studied in Section 3 if the 
function c IQ1 P(n-11)/2 5 --(3+n)‘2 extends to a function which satisfies the 
hypothesis made on b in that paragraph. From the local existence theorems 
up to 5=71 on PxR”, when applicable, one deduces global existence on 
n+l A4 . 
In the diffeomorphism A4”+’ + UC S” x R the submanifold t =0 is 
mapped onto 7 = 0 minus the north pole ct = z of the sphere S”, image of 
“the point at infinity” of KY. The value for 7 = 0 of 52 is 
with in U and Cartesian coordinates of R” 
1 +r2 
a=4’ 
r2 = i (xi)‘. 
i= 1 
From Cauchy data cp, $ for u on t = 0 in M”+ ’ one deduces Cauchy 
data for u on S” x R, namely 
at 
a,Ul,=~=fl(‘+~)‘*$, since az _ =I. 
Z-0 
Using the lemma and the local existence theorem 4 we obtain: 
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THEOREM 5. The equation on M”+l, with c a constant 
q u=c IUIP, 
with Cauchy data such that 
dn - 1)‘*q7 E H,(Y) 
o(l+n”*~EHs~,(S”), 
admits a unique global solution if 
or if 
s= 1, n = 2, P>5 
n 
s= [I Yj +l, p>hkx([~],2+~). 
Other particular cases of global existence can be obtained for values of 
s between 1 and [n/2] + 1; for instance 
s=2 p>; n = 4. 
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